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Foreword 

' l'ht· Gruppo Ricerca.tori ed utenti di Logic Programming (GULP, which stands 
l••t Lul(ic Programmjng Researcher and User Group), is an affiliate of the Association 
111 l.oKk Programming (ALP). The goals of the group are to make logic programming 
u1m1l popular and to create opporturuties for the exchange of experiences and infor
ttllltiOn between researchers and users working in the area for both public and private 
•ur,n niv.ntions. 

'J'o this purpose GULP promotes many different activities such as the exchange of 
111 f••r111al.ion among its members and the orgaruzation of workshops, advanced ;chools 
1111rl il.r; aunual Conference. 

'l'hi"s time the Conference is going to be held in Spain together with the Spanish 
( :11ufercnce PRODE on Declarative Programming. This represents a significative step 
l11warrls the exchange of research experience among European latin countries. Such a 
w•nl had already been pursued by GULP with the enlargement of its conferences to 
~pu nish and French researchers. 

Tile main aims of this Conference are: 1) to serve as an occasion for those working 
i11 this area which are interested in meeting and exchanging experiences; 2) to illustrate 
I l11• current state of the art in the area through invited talks given by well known 
lt'HCarchers; 3) to enable students and researchers to learn more about logic and 
declarative programming by means of introductory tutorials. 

The previous annual conferences were held in Genoa, Turin, Rome, Bologna, 
l'nduu, Pisa, Tremezzo, and Gizzeria Lido, and were attended each year by a growing 
nutnber of participants. 

The scientific program of this joint Conference GULP-PRODE includes papers 
from colleagues from many countries. The large international participation, consid
f'Ted together with the good technical quality of the papers accepted for presentation, 
11.1 a further confirmation of the success of this joint event. · 

On behalf of GULP I would like to thank Marla Alpuente and all the other col
lcugues from the Technical University of Valencia for the organization of this year 
Conference. 

July 1994 
Genoa 

Maurizio Martelli 
President of GULP 



Preface 

This book contains the Proceedings of the 1994 Joint. Conference on Declarative 

l'rogramming G ULP-PRODE'94 held in Peiiiscola (Spain) September 19-22, 1994. 

< :tJ LP-PRODE'94 joins the ltaUan GULP Conference on Logic Programming and 

I ht• Spanish PRO DE Congress on Declarative Programming. This is the first time 

!.I ant. G ULP and PRO DE join together. GULP-PRODE'94 was preceded by the eight 

pn•vious GULP conferences in Genova (1986), Torino (1987), Roma (1988), Bologna 

{ 1!189), Padova (1990)1 Pisa (1991), Tremezzo {1992) and Gizzeria (1993) and the 

thrl'e previous PRODE meetings in Torremolinos (1991), Madrid (1992) and Blanes 

( 1993). GULP-PRODE'94 has been organized by the Universidad Politecnica de 

Vt~lencia. 

The technical program for the conference includes 60 refereed papers, 8 posters, 

:1 invited lectures by J.W. Lloyd (U. Bristol), J.-P. Jouannaud (U. Paris Sud) and P. 

Van Roy (DEC-PRL) and 2 tutorials by J.J. Moreno-Navarro (U.P. Madrid) and R. 

Nieuwenhuis and A. Rubio (U.P. Catalunya) . We thank them for their willingness in 

nrrcpting our invitation. 
T he papers in this book are printed in the order of presentation and thus grouped 

int.o sessions, al1 of which are thematic. AU the papers were evaluated by at least two 

n•viewers. In order for more work to be presented than would be possible from just 

t he contributed papers, a poster session bas also been incorporated into the program 

nnd the abstracts appear in this book. 
We wish to express our gratitude to all the members of the program committee 

.u.ud all the referees for their care in reviewing and selecting papers. We gratefully 

acknowledge all the institutions and corporations who have supported this conference. 

We would like to extend our sincere thanks to all authors who submitted papers and 

nil conference participants. We would also like to thank Riki Vandevoorde for her 

invaluable advice about the organization. Finally, we would like to especially highlght 

the contribution of the organizing committee whose work has made the conference 

possible. 

July 1994 
Valencia 

Marla Alpuente 
Roberto Barbut,i 

Isidro Ramos 
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Automated Deduction with Constrained Clauses 

Robert Nieuwenhuis and Albert Rubio 

Universida.d Politecnica de Cataluiia 

Dept. Lenguajes y Sistemas Informaticos 

Pau Gargallo 5, E-08028 Barcelona, Spain 

{roberto,rubio}tlai.upc.ea 

Abstract 

T he aim of automated deduction {AD) is proving (semi-)automatically the 

validity of a. formula, for instance by refutation. It is well-known that, among 

other applications, AD was the initial basis for logic programming. Like in Con

straint Logic Programming, in refutational theorem provers the use of clauses 

with (symbolic) constraints has become a very useful approach, especially when 

working with built-in equality (i.e. with inference rules like para.modulation) or 

built-in equational theories. For instance, basic strategies (as in basic narrow

ing) ca.n be represented by means of equaliiy constrained clauses and proved 

refutationally complete. In this tutorial, deduction techniques for equality and 

ordering constrained first-order clauses a.re discussed, completeness results a.re 

given and the corresponding constraint solving problems are studied. 



Integration of Functional and Logic 
Programming 

Juan Jose Moreno-Navarro 

LSTIS, Facultad de Informatica 

U niversidad Politecnica de Madrid 

Campus de Montegancedo, Boadilla del Monte 

28660 Madrid, Spain 

jjaorenotfi.~.ea 

Abstract 

The integration of declarative paradigms and, in particular\ the integration 
of functional and logic programming, was an active area. of research some years 
ago. New models and languages were proposed and it was shown that the new 
paradigm is feasible . 

Recently, interest for th.is kind oflanguages has been spurred anew, especially 
for what concerns the improvement of the expressive power of the language as 
weU as the efficient implementation. 

The aim of this tutorial is to show the recent advances in tbe area especially 
in the following topics: 

• Design principles of integrated programming languages accounting for a. 
mature and up-to-date understanding of previously studied features meant 
to improve the expressive power of declarative languages: lazy evaluation, 
higher-order objects, types, constraints, negation, default rules, etc. 

• Semantics models for integrated languages, in particular the role of the 
different narrowing strategies as operational semantics of the (dilferent) 
features of the languages. 

• Development of efficient implementations by combinjng existing techniques 
from logic programming (e.g., WAM, mode analysis, abstract interpreta
tion) and functional programming (e.g., graph reduction, strictness analy
sis, optimization of deterministic computations) as well as new techniques 
(e.g., combination of normalization and narrowing, parallel.ization). 

Practical Advantages of Declarative Programming 

J .W. Lloyd 

Department of Computer Science 
University of Bristol 

Bristol, BS8 1 TR, U.K. 

Ab8tract 

In this paper, I discuss the practical a.dvantages of declarative program
ming. 1 begin with a discussion of the possible meanings of the term "declar
ative" and then go on to present the practical advantages of declarative pro
gramming under five headings: teaching, semantics, programmer productivity, 
meta-programming, and parallelism. I then make some general remarks about 
t he extent to which declarativeness is taken seriously even by resea.rcher8 in 
declarative progra.rnrning, the possibilities for combining functional and logic 
programming, and, finally, a significant limitation of the current declarative ap
proach to p rogramming. I conclude with a summary of the main points ma.de 
in the paper. 

1 Declarat ive Programming 

Informally, declarative programming involves stating what is to be computed, but not 
necessarily how it is to be computed . Equivalently, in the terminology of Kowalski's 
equation algorithm = logic+ control, it involves stating the logic of an algorithm, but 
not necessarily the control. This informal definition does indeed capture the intuitive 
idea of declarative programming, but a more detailed analysis is needed so that the 
practical adva n tages of the declarative approach to programming can be explained . 

I begin this analysis with what I consider to be the key idea of declarative pro
gramming, which is that 

• a program is a theory (in some suitable logic), and 

• computation is deduction from the theory. 

What logics are suitable? The ma.in requiremen ts are that the logic should have a 
model t heory, a proof theory, a soundness theorem (that is, computed answers should 
be correct), and, preferably, a completeness theorem (that is, correct answers should 
be computed). Thus most of the better-known logics including first order logic and 
a variety of higher order logics qualify. For example, (unsorted) first order logic is 
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the logic of (pure!) Prolog, polymorphic many-sorted first order logic is the logic of 
Godel (5] , and ~-calculus is the logic for many functional languages, such as Haskell 
(I] . In the context of the present discussion, the most crucial of these requirements~ 
is that the logic should have a model theory because, as I shall explain below, this is 
the real source of the "dedarativeness" in declarative programming. 

This view of declarative programming shows that the concept is wide-ranging. 
It includes logic programming and functional programming, and intersects signifi
cantly with other research areas such as formal methods, program synthesis, theorem 
proving, and algebraic specification methods, all of which have a strong declarative 
component. This view also highlights the fact that the current divide between the 
fi elds of functional and logic programming is almost entirely historical and sociolog
ical rather than technical. Both fields are trying to solve the same problems with 
techniques that are really very similar. It's time the gap was bridged. 

In fact , the close connection between functional and logic programming is em
phasized by the terminology used by Alan Robinson. He calls logic programming, 
relational programming, and he calls the combination of functional and relational 
programming, logic programming. This terminology is very apt, since it emphasizes 
that the dominant symbols of functional programs are functions and the dominant 
symbols of relational programs are relations (or predicates). With this terminology, 
we could effectively identify declarative programming with logic programming. It is 
a pity that terminology such as relational (or, perhaps, predicative) programming 
wasn 't used from beginning of what is now called logic programming because, with 
hindsight, it is obviously more appropriate. However, in the following, we conform to 
the standard terminology to avoid confusion. 

J return now to the discussion of the general principles of declarative programming. 
The starting point for the programming process is the particular problem that the 
programmer is trying to solve. The problem is then fotmaHzed as an interpretation 
(called the intended interpretation) of a language in the logic at hand. The intended 
interpretation specifies the various domains and the meaning of the symbols of the 
language in these domains. In practice, the intended interpretation is rarely written 
down precisely, although in principle this should always be possible. 

Now, of course, it is taken for granted here that it is possible to capture the in
tended application by an interpretation in a suitable logic. Not all applications can be 
(directly) modelled this way and for such applications other formalisms may have to 
be employed . However, a very large class of applications can be modelled naturally by 
means of an interpretation . In fact , this class is larger than is sometimes appreciated. 
For example, it might be thought that such an approach cannot (directly) model situ
ations where a knowledge base is changing over time. Now it is true that the intended 
interpretation of the knowledge base is changing. However, the knowledge base should 
properly be regarded as data to various meta-programs, such as query processors or 
assimilators. Thus the knowledge base can be accessed and changed by -these meta
programs. The meta-programs themselves have fixed intended interpretations which 
fits well with the setting for declarative programming given above. However, as I 
explain below, there are limits to the applicability of declarative programming, as 
defined above, and it is important that these limitations be recognized . 
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Now, based on the intended interpretation , the logic component of a program is 
t.hco written . This logic component is a particular kind of theory which is usually 
nuitably restricted so as to admit an efficient theorem proving procedure. Typically, in 
logic programming languages, the logic component of a program is a theory consisting 
of suitably restricted first order formulas (often completed definitions, in the sense of 
Keith Clark [6]) as axioms. In other approaches to declarative programming, different 
logics are used. For example, in functional programming, the logic component of a 
program can be understood to be a collection of expressions in tbe ~-calculus. It is 
crucial that the intended interpretation be a model for the logic component of the 
program, that is, each axiom in the theory be true in the intended interpretation. 
This is because an implementation must guarantee that computed answers be true in 
all models of the logic component of the program and hence be true in the intended 
interpretation. Ultimately, the programmer is interested in computing truth in the 
i11tended interpretation. It should be clear now why the model theory is so important 
for declarative programming. The model theory is needed to support the concept of 
an intended interpretation which in turn is needed to state precisely what it is that. 
should be computed. 

Perhaps it is worth remarking that the term "model theory" is not one which 
is commonly used when function;1l programmers describe the declarative semantics 
of functional programs. The traditional functional programming account starts by 
mapping the constructs of the functional language back into constructs of the ~
calculus. Having done this, the declarative semantics of a program is given by its 
denotational semantics, that. is, a suitable domain is described and the meaning of 
expressions is given by assigning them meanings in this domain . (An account. of this 
is given in (2], for example.) However, while this kind of model is technically rather 
different to, say, a mode'l of a polymorphic many-sorted theory, the essential idea is the 
same. In fact , I have a few problems with the functional approach to the declarative 
semantics. First, the constructions of domain theory are rather technical and it's 
not clear to me to what extent ordinary programmers can be given a sufficiently 
simple picture of the declarative semantics of their programs using this approach . 
Second , this approach is usually presented as a semantics which is constructed from 
the program, whereas 1 would prefer the model (that is, intended interpretation) was 
given first (once the alphabet of the application was defined) , as it is the intended 
interpretation which is the first formalization of the application. Third , I think the 
untyped ~-calculus is really the wrong place to start. 1 much prefer the view that 
programs should be written as typed theories from the beginning, so that a better 
starting point for the (declarative and procedural) semantics of functional programs 
is a typed logic, for example, typed A-calculus. So, for example, if a functional 
program is understood as a theory in type theory (say, Church's simple theory of 
types), then we can u5e Henkin models to capture the declarative semantics. Henkin 
models have the nice property that they generalize first order models in a natural 
way. Thus I expect that they should be understandable by ordinary programmers, 
although 1 have no real evidence to support this! This approach also seems to provide 
a suitable foundation for languages which combine functional and logic programming, 
a point to which I shall return later. 
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The programmer, having written a correct logic component of a program, may 

now need to give the control component of the program, which is concerned with con

trol of the proof procedure for the logic. Whether the control component is needed, 

and to what extent, depends on the particular situation. For example, querying 

a deductive database with first order logic, which is a simple form of declarative 

programming, normally wouldn't require the user to give control information since 

deductive database systems typically have sophisticated query processors which are 

able to do find efficient ways of answering queries without user intervention. On the 

other band, the writing of a large-scale Prolog program will usually require substan

tial (implicit and explicit) control information to be specified by the programmer. 

Generally speaking, apart from a few simple tasks, limitations of current software 

systems require programmers to specify at least part of the control. 

Now declarative programming can be understood in two main senses. In the 

weak sense, declarative programming means that programs are theories, but that a 

programmer may have to supply control information to produce an efficient program. 

Declarative programming, in the strong sense, means that pr~grams are theories and 

all control information is supplied automatically by the system. In other words, for 

declarative programming in the strong sense, the programmer only bas to provide a 

theory (or, perhaps, an intended interpretation from which the theory can be obtained 

by the system). This is to some extent an ideal which is probably not attainable 

(nor, in some cases, totally desirable), but it does at least provide a challenging and 

appropriate target. Typical modern functional languages, such as Haskell, are rather 

close to providing strong declarative programming, since programmers rarely have to 

be aware of control issues. On the other band , typical modern logic programming 

languages, such as Godel, provide declarative programming only in the weak sense. 

The difference here is almost entirely due to the complications caused by the (explicit) 

non-determinism provided by logic languages, but not by functional languages. 

The issue of how much of the control component of a program a programmer 

needs to provide is, of course, crucially important in practice. However, systems 

which can be used both as weak and, on occasions, strong declarative programming 

systems are feasible now ·and, indeed, may very well survive long into the future even 

after the problems of providing strong declarative programming in general have been 

overcome. The point here is that, for many applications, it really doesn't matter ifthe 

program is not as efficient as it could be and so strong declarative programming, even 

in its currently very restricted form , is sufficient. However, for other applications, the 

programmer may supply control information, either because the system is not clever 

enough to work it out for itself or because the programmer has a particuJar algorithm 

in mind and wants to force the system to employ this algorithm. Generally speaking, 

even strong declarative programming systems should provide a way for programmers 

to ensure that desired upper bounds on the space and/or time complexity of programs 

are not exceeded. There is no real conflict here - the system can either be left 

to work out the control for itself or else control facilities (and, very likely, specific 

information about the particular implementation being used) should be provided so 

that a programmer can ensure the desired space and/or time requirements are met. 

With these preliminaries out of the way, I now discuss the practical advantages 
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of declarative programming under five beadings: (a) teaching, (b) semantics, (c) 

programmer productivity, (d) meta-programming, and (e) parallelism. 

2 Teaching 

Typical Computer Science programming courses involve teaching both imperative 

and declarative languages. On the imperative side, Modula.-2 is a common, and 

excellent, choice. On the declarative side, Miranda or Haskell are typical functional 

languages used and Proldg is the usual choice of logic language. Miranda and Haskell 

are excellent for teaching as, to a very large extent, students only have to concern 

themselves with the logic component of a program. 

In the last couple of years, there has been some discussion in the logic programming 

community about the use of Prolog as a teaching language and, in particular, as a 

first language. A remarkable characteristic of this debate is that, while most logic 

programmers argue that Prolog should be taught 6omewhere in the undergraduate 

curriculum, almost nobody is arguing that it should be the first teaching language! 

Usually, the reason given for avoiding Prolog as the first language is that its non

logical features make it too complicated for beginning programmers. I think this 

is true, but I would also add as equally serious flaws its lack of a type system and 

a module system. This situation is surely a serious indictment of the field of logic 

programming. In spite of its claims of declarativeness, until recently at least, there 

hasn' t been a single logic programming language sufficiently declarative (and hence 

simple) to be used successfully as a first teaching language. 

I think that the arrival of Godel could change this situation. Godel fits much 

better than Prolog into the undergraduate and graduate curricula since it bas a type 

system and a module system similar to other commonly used teaching languages such 

as Miranda and Modula-2. Also most of the problematical non-logical predicates of 

Prolog simply aren't present in Godel (they are replaced by declarative counterparts) 

and so the cause of much confusion and difficulty is avoided. This case bas been 

argued in greater detail elsewhere [5} and I refer the reader to the discussion there. 

My own experience with teaching Godel to masters students at Bristol bas been very 

encouraging. For example, a common remark by students at the end of the course is 

that they find the Godel type system so helpful that they really don't want to go back 

to using Prolog! In any case, I would strongly encourage teachers of programming 

courses to try for themselves the experiment of using GOdel instead of Prolog. 

So let us make the assumption that we have a suitable declarative language avail

able (Haskell or Godel will do nicely) and let us see what advantages such a declarative 

approach brings. The key aspect of my approach is that there shouJd be a natural 

progression in a programming course (or succession of such courses) from, at first, 

pure specification, through more detailed consideration of what the system does when 

running a program (that is, the control aspect), finally finishing up with a detailed 

study of space and time complexity of various algorithms and the relevant aspects 

of implementations. It is very advantageous to be able to consider just the logic 

component at the very begin ning. This is because, for many applications, the pro-
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grammer's only interest is in having the computer carry out some task and the fewer 
details the programmer has to put into a program, the quicker and more efficiently 
the program can be written. I am making the assumption here, as is appropriate 
in many circumstances, that squeezing the last ounce of efficiency out of a program 
is not necessary and that the most costly component of the computerization process 
is the programmer's time. Naturally, this approach of concentrating at first only on 
the logic component of a program requirea a declarative language and clearly won't 
work at all for an imperative language such as Modula-2. This, then, is the major 
reason I advocate starting first with a declarative language: the primary task of all 

programming is the statement of the logic of the task to be solved by the computer 
and the use of a declarative language makes it p06Sible for student programmers to 

concentrate at first solely on this task . 
By way of illustration, I outline briefly an approach to teaching beginning pro

grammers using a declarative language. First, as we are concerned with teaching 
programming to beginners, we can take advantage of the fact that the applications 
considered can be carefully controlJed. For example, list processing and querying 
databases make suitable starting points. Then, as for any programming task, the 
application is modelled by an intended interpretation in the logic underlying the pro
gramming language. Beginning programmers should be encouraged to write down the 
intended interpretation , even if only informally. Given that only simple applications 
are being considered , this is a feasible, and very instructive, task for the student to 

carry out. 
Next the logic component of the program is written. With carefully chosen ap

plications and appropriate programming language support, programmers can largely 
ignore control issues in the beginning. As usual, a key requirement is that the in
tended interpretation should be a model for the program and this should be checked, 
informally at least, by students. Once again , for simple applications, this is certainly 
feasible. 

Finally, the program is run on various goals to check that everything is working 
correctly. Typically, it won't be and some debugging will be required. At this point, 
we can again take advantage of the fact that the language is declarative by exploiting 
a debugging technique known as declarative debugging [6), which was introduced and 
called algorithmic d~bugging by Ehud Shapiro. There isn't space here to explain this 
approach to debugging in detail, but the main idea is very simple: to detect the cause 
of missing answers and wrong answers, it. is sufficient for the programmer to know 
the intended interpretation of the program. Since I have taken this as a key assump
tion of this entire approach to declarative programming, this isn 't an unreasonable 
requirement. Essentially, the programmer presents the debugger with a symptom of 
a bug and the debugger asks a series of questions about the intended interpretation of 
the program, finally displaying the bug in the program to the programmer. Note that 
this approach doesn 't handle other kinds of bugs such as infinite loops, floundering, 
or deadlock, which are procedural in nature and hence must be handled by other 
methods. Fortunately, as I explain below, for beginning programmers this turns out 
not to be too much of a limitation. 

What programming language support do we need to make all this work? First, 
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t lu• IILnguage must be declarative in as strong a sense as p06Sible. Second, types and 
II IIHiulcs must be supported. These are not declarative features but, as is argued in 
II.J , 110 modern language can be considered credible without them. Third, the pro
~/lil lltlling system must have considerable autonomous control of the search. This is 
' 111ri1d if the student programmers are to be shielded from having to be concerned 
ult~Jtlt control in the beginning. In its most general form, providing autonomous 
'uuLrol to avoid infinite loops and such like is very difficult (in fact, undecidable). 
ll uwt·vcr, in the context of teaching beginning programmers, much can be done. For 
xn tnple, breadth-first search of the search tree (in the case of logic programming) 

' '1111 nmcliorate the difficulty. This may not be very efficient, but for small programs 
11 un likely to be prohibitively expensive. Furthermore, simple control preprocessors, 

ll tll lt t\S provided by Lee Naish for the NU-Prolog system (8], can autonomously gen
t~t ldt• sufficient control to avoid many problems for a wide range of programs. Finally, 

1111 I explained above, declarative debugging must be supported. 
I believe the declarative approach to teaching programming outlined above has 

c ou11iderable merit and illustrates an important practical advantage of declarative 
pt•ogramming. 

3 Semantics 

Otw problem which has plagued Computer Science over the years , and looks unlikely 
tu be solved in the near future, is the gap between theory and practice. Nowhere is 
IJIIig ga.p more evident than with programming languages. Typical widely-used pro
KNI.mming languages, such as Fortran , C, and Ada, are a nightmare for theoreticians. 
' l'l.o semantics of such languages is extremely messy which means that, in practice, it 
111 very difficult to reason, informally or formally, about programs in such languages. 
Nor is the problem confined to imperative languages- practical Prolog programs are 
KilnCrally only marginally more analyzable than C programs! This gap between the 
uudcniably elegant theory of logic programming and the practice of typical large-scale 
Prolog programming is just too great and too embarrassing to ignore any longer. 

T his issue of designing programming languages for which programs have simple 
11cmantics is, quite simply, crucial. Until practical programming languages with simple 

twmantics get into widespread use, programming will inevitably be a time-consuming 
""d error-prone task. Having a simple semantics is not simply something nice for 
theoreticians. It is the key to many techniques, such as program analysis, program 
optimization , program synthesis, verification, and systematic program construction, 

which will eventually revolutionize the programming process. 
Tbis is another area where declarative programming can make an important prac

tical contribution. Modern functional and logic programming languages, such as 
ll uskell and GOdel, really do have simple semantics compared with the majority of 
widely-used languages. Of the two, Haskell is probably the cleanest in this regard, 
hut the semantic difficult ies that Godel has are related to its non-deterministic na
ture which provides facilit ies and expressive power not possessed by Haskell. In any 
cuse, whatever the semantic difficulties of, say, Haskell or Godel, there are nothing 
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compared to the semantic problems of Fortran, C, or even Prolog. 

The complicated semantics of most widely-used programming languages partly 

manifests itself in current programming practice, which is very far from being ideal. 

Typically, programmers program at a low level (I regard C and Prolog, say, as low

level languages), they start from scratch for each application, and they have no tools 

to analyze, transform, or reason about their programs. The inevitable consequence 

of this is that programming takes much longer than it should and hence is unnece&

sarily expensive. \Ne must move the programming process to a higher plane where 

programmers typically can employ substantial pieces of already written code, where 

concern about low-level implementation issues can be largely avoided, where there 

are tools available to effectively analyze and optimize programs, and where tools can 

allow a programmer to effectively reason about the correctness or otherwise of their 

programs. 
All of these facilities are highly desirable and I see no way at all of achieving them 

wi th any of the current widely-used languages. The only class of languages which I see 

having any chance of providing these facilities is the class of declarative languages. If a 

program really is a theory in some logic, then there is much more chance of being able 

to analyze the program, transform the program, and so on . Ther~ is good evidence to 

support this claim from the logic programming community. For example, there is a 

considerable body of work on analysis and transformation of pure Pro log which really 

does work in practice and most of this work is directly applicable to the entire Godel 

language. I don't mean to imply by this that carrying out such tasks is easy for a 

declarative language, only that for a declarative language many irrelevant difficulties 

(for example, assignment in C or assert/retract in Prolog1) are swept away and the 

real difficulties, which genuinely require attention , are exposed . In other words, with 

a declarative language, the problems are still difficult, but at least time isn't wasted 

trying to solve problems which shouldn 't be there in the first place! 

4 Programmer Productivity 

Many computer scientists spend much of their time trying to discover efficient alg<r 

rithms. Clearly, this effort is important as the difference for an application of, say, an 

O(n log n) versus an O(n2) algorithm may mean the difference between success and 

failure. Thls kind of argument has often been used to justify the low-level program

ming which typically takes place to implement efficient algorithms. However, tbete 

is another cost of programming which can easily be ignored by computer scientists 

and that is the cost of programmer time and the cost of maintaining and upgrading 

existing code. Often having the most efficient algorithm isn't so important; often a 

programmer would be very happy with a programming system which only required 

the problem be specified in some way and the system itself find a reasonably efficient 

algorithm. Nor should we ignore the fact that we want to make programming ac-

I As~ignment may very well be present at a low level in an implementation, but it has no place u 

a ltmg>Jl\ge eonstmcL b e<:all4e ita semantica ia t oo complicated; assert/retract was aimply a mistake 

from the b~inning . 
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ccssible to ordinary people, not just those with a computer science degree. Ordinary 

people generally aren't interested (and rightly so) in low-level programming details 

they just want to express the problem in some reasonably congenial way and let the 

system get on with solving the problem. 

J believe declarative programming has a big contribution to make in improving pr<r 

grammer productivity and making programming available to a wider range of people. 

Certainly, 88 long as we continue to program with imperative languages, we will make 

lit.tle progress in this regard. Since, in an imperative language, the logic and control 

are mixed up together, programmers have no choice but to be concerned about a lot of 

low-level detail. This adversely affects programmer productivity and precludes most 

ordinary people from becoming programmers. But once logic and control are split, 88 

Lhey are with declarative languages, the opportunity arises of taking the responsibility 

for producing the control component away from the programmer. Current declarative 

languages generally are still only weakly declarative and so programmers still have to 

specify at least part of the control component. But this situation is improving rapidly 

are we can look forward to practical languages which are reasonably close to being 

strongly declarative in the near future . 

Having to deal only (or mostly) with the logic component simplifies many things 

for the programmer . First, (the logic component of) a declarative program is generally 

easier to write and to understand than a corresponding imperative program. Second, 

a declarative program is also easier to reason about and to transform, as much current 

research in functional and logic programming shows. Finally, it sets us on the right 

road to the ultimate goal of synthesizing efficient programs from specifications. 

5 Meta-Programming 

The essential characteristic of meta--programming is that a meta~program is a pr<r 

gram which uses another program (the object program) as data. Meta-programming 

t.echniques underlie many of the applications of logic programming. For example, 

knowledge base systems consist of a number of knowledge bases (t he object pre>

grams) , which are manipulated by interpreters and assimilators (the meta-programs) . 

Other important kinds of software, such as debuggers, compilers, and program tra.n&

formers, are meta-programs. Thus meta-programming includes a large and important 

class of programming tasks. 

It is rather surprising then that programming languages have traditionally pr<r 

vided very little support for meta-programming. Lisp made mu ch of the fact that data 

and programs were the same, but it turned out that this didn't really provide much 

assistance for large-scale meta-programming. Modern functional languages appear to 

me to effectively ignore this whole class of applications since they provide little direct 

support. Only logic programming languages have taken meta-programming seriously, 

but unfortunat.ely virtually all follow the Prolog approach to meta-programming which 

is seriously flawed . (The argument in support of this claim is given in [5]) . 

In fact , as the Godel language shows, providing full-scale meta-programming fa-

cilities is a substantial task , both in design and implementation . The key idea is to 
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introduce an abstract data type for the type of a term representing an object. program, 
ilnd then to provide a large number of useful operations on this type. The relevant 
Godel sysl.em modules, Syntax and Programs, provide such facilities and contain over 
150 predicates. The term representing an object program is obtained from a rather 
:omplex ground representation [5], the complexity of which is almost completely hid
~eo from the programmer by the abstractness of the data type. When one sees how 
nuch Godel provides in this regard, it is clear how weak are the meta-programming 
·ad liLies of functional and imperative languages, all of which should be following the 
••une basic idea as Godel. 

One key property of tlie Godel approach to meta-programming is that it is declar
'tive, in cont.rast to the approach of Prolog. This declarativeness can be exploited 
.o provide significant practical advantages. For example, the declarative approach 
.o meta-programming makes possible advanced software engineering tools such as 
:ompiler-generators. To obtain a compiler-generator, one must have an effective self
Lpplicable I?artial evaluator. The partial evaluator is then partially evaluated with 
cspect. to itself as input to produce a compiler-generator. (This exploits the third Fu
amura projection .) The key to self-applicability is declarativeness of the partial eval
tator. lf the partial evaluator is sufficiently declarative, then effective self-application 
s possible, as the SAGE partiaJ evaluator [3] shows. lf the partial e\~aluator is not suf
iciently declarative, then effective self-application is impossible, as much experience 
1ith Prolog has shown. 

Now why should a programmer be interested in having at hand a partial evaluator 
uch as SAGE and the compiler-generator it provides? First, the partial evaluator is a 
ool that is essential in carrying forward the move towards higher-level programming. 
Vriting declarative programs inevitably introduces inefficiencies which have to be 
ransformed or compiled away. Partial evaluation is a technique which has proved 
::> be successful in this regard. By way of illustration of this, the use of abstract 
ala types (which is not purely a declarative concept, but nonetheless an important 
•ay raising the level of programming) in a logic programming language restricts the 
ossibilities for clause indexing. However , partial evaluation can easily push structures 
ack into the heads of clauses so that the crucial ability to index is regained. In 
eneral terms, partial evaluation is a key tool which allows programmers to program 
eclaratively and at a high level, and yet still retain much of the efficiency of low-level 
11perative programming. 

But what about a compiler-generator? Strictly speaking, a compiler-generator is 
~dundant since everything it can achieve can also be achieved with the partial evalu
Lor from whkh it was derived. However, there is a significant practical advantage of 
aving a compiler-generator which is that it can greatly reduce program development 
ane. For example, suppose a programmer wants to write an interpreter for some 
>ecialized proof procedure for a logic programming language. The interpreter is, of 
>llrse, a meta-program and it can be given as input to a compiler-generator. The 
!Suit is a specialized version of the partial evaluator which is, in effect, a compiler 
>rresponding to this interpreter. When an object program comes along, it can be 
ven as input to this compiler and the result is a specialized version of the original 
torpreter, where the specialization is with respect to the object program. Now the 
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final result can be achieved by the partial evaluator alone - simply partially evalu
ate the interpreter with respect to the object program. But this "Iequires partially 
evaluating the interpreter over and over again for each object program. By using the 
compiler-generator, we specialize what we can of the interpreter just once and then 
complete in an incremental way the specialization by giving the resulting compiler the 
object program as input. For an interpreter which is going to be run on many object 
programs, the approach using the compiler-generator can save a considerable amount 
of time compared with the approach using the partial evaluator directly. Now recall, 
what was the key to all of this being possible? [t was that the partial evaluator be 
(sufficiently) declarative! ' 

I believe we have hardJy begun to scratch t he surface of what will be possible 
through declarative meta-programming. I hope researchers producing analysis and 
transformation tools will take the ideas of declarative meta-programming more seri
ously, and that designers of declarative languages will make sure that new languages 
have adequate facilities for the important class of meta-programming applications. 

6 Parallelism 

Parallelism is currently an area of intense research activity in Computer Science. This 
is as it should be - many practical problems require huge amounts of comput ing for 
their solution and parallelism provides an obvious way of harnessing the computing 
power required. While many difficult problems associated with parallel computer ar
chitectures remain to be solved, I concentrate here on the software problems associated 
with programming parallel computers and the possible contribution that declarative 
programming might make towards solving these problems. 

It is well known that parallel computers are hard to program. Widely-available 
programming languages which are used on parallel machines are usually ill-suited to 
the task. For example, older languages such as Fortran have required retro-fitting of 
parallel constructs to enable them to be used effectively on parallel computers. Fur
thermore, on top of all the other difficulties of programming, on a parallel computer 
a programmer is also likely to have to cope with deadlock, load balancing, and so 
on. One, more modern, class of programming languages that can be used on paraJ
Iel computers are the concurrent. languages - those which have explicit faci li ties in 
the languages to express concurrency, communication , and synchronization. These 
clearly have much potential, but I will concentrate instead of the class of declarative 
languages for which the exploitation of parallelism is implicit . In other words, whether 
a declarative program is being run on a sequential or parallel computer is transpar
ent to the programmer. The only discernible difference should be that programs run 
much faster on a parallel machine! 

Declarative languages are well-suited for programming parallel computers. This 
is partly because there is generally much implicit parallelism in declarative programs. 
For example, a functional programming can be run in parallel by applying several 
reductions at the same time and a logic program can be run in parallel by exploiting 
(implicit) And-parallelism, Or-parallelism, or even both together . The declarat ive-
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~IC88 . i~ crucial ~ere as th.e ~ore declarative the programming language, the more 

1mpl1c1t parallelasm there lB hkely to be. This is illustrated by a considerable amount 

o~ research on parallelizing Prolog in the logic programming community, which has 

d1scovered that the non-logical features of Prolog, such as var, nonvar, a.saert, and 

retract , greatly inhibit the possible exploitation of parallelism. The lesson here is 

clear: the more dec.larative we can make a programming language, the greater will be 

the amount of implicit parallelism that can be exploited. There is another aspect to 

the problems caused by the non-logical features of Prolog - not only do they restrict 

the amount of parallelism that can be exploited, but their parallel implementation 

takes .an inordi~ate amount o~ effort (especially if one wants to preserve Prolog's se

quential semant1cs). Once agam the lesson is clear: the more declarative we can make 

a programming language, the easier will be its parallel implementation. 

Implicit exploitation of parallelism in a declarative program is very convenient for 

the programmer who, consequently, has no further difficulties beyond those which are 

present in programming a sequential computer. But the system itself must now be 

clever enough to find a way of running the program in the most efficient manner. 

T his is a very hard task in general and the subject of much current research, but the 

results so far are rather encouraging and suggest that it will indeed be possible in 

the near future for programmers to routinely run declarative programs on a parallel 

computer in a more or less transparent way. 

.1 conclude this section with a discussion of the problems of debugging programs 

wtuch are to run on a parallel computer. Clearly, if transparency is to be maintained 

it must be possible for programmers to be able to debug their programs without an; 

part~cular knowledge of the way the system ran them. For the large class of bugs 

conststing of wrong or missing answers, declarative debugging comes to the rescue. 

The reason for this is as follows. A declarative debugger . typically iB either pulling 

a~art the statements in a program to try to find the bug or else is running goals 

w1tb respect to the program and checking the results of running these goals with 

the programmer to see if they are correct or not. Now whether these goals are run 

sequentially or in parallel makes no difference at all. The upshot of this is that 

declarative programming works just as well on a parallel computer as on a sequential 

one. In particular, all the programmer needs to know in either case is the intended 

interpretation of the program. 

7 Discussion 

Having discussed various specific aspects of the practical advantages of declarative 

programming, I now turn to some general remarks. 

The first is that it is hard to escape the conclusion that many researchers in logic 

programmin~, while claiming to be using declarative programming, do not actually 

take declarat1veness all that seriously. There is good evidence for this claim. For 

example, in sp~te of the fact th~t it has been clear for many years that Prolog is 

not really .cred1ble as a declarative language, it is still by far the dominant logic 

programmmg language. The core of Prolog (so-called "pure" Prolog) is declarative, 
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hut large-scale practical Prolog programs typically use many non-logical facilities and 

l.hese features destroy the declarativeness of such programs in a rather dramatic way. 

Furthermore, while many extensions and variations of Prolog have been introduced 

and studied by the logic programming community over the last 15 years, including 

concurrent languages, constraint languages, and higher order languages, these lan

guages have been essentially built on top of Prolog and therefore have inherit many 

of Prolog's semantic problems. For example, most of these languages use Prolog's 

approach to meta-programming. It seems to me that if logic programmers generally 

had taken declarativeness seriously, this situation would have been rectified many 

years ago because as the' Godel language shows the argument that the non-logical 

features are needed to make logic programming languages practical iB simply false . 

What distinguishes logic programming most from many other approaches to comput

ing and what promises to make it succeed where many other approaches have failed 

is its declarativeness. Logic programming has so far not succeeded in making the sort 

of impact in the world of computing that many people, including myself, expected. 

There are various reasons for this, but I believe ve.ry high on the list is the field's 

failure to capitalize on its most important asset - its declarative nature. 

l mentioned briefly earlier that the fields of functional and logic programming 

t~bould be combined . lf one forgets for a moment the history of how these fields came 

into existence, it seems very curious that they are so separated. Apart from periodic 

bursts of interest in producing a combined functional and logic programming language 

(mainly, it seems, by logic programmers), the two fields and the researchers in the 

fi elds rarely interact with one another. And yet both fields are trying to solve the 

same problems, both have the same declarative approach , and the differences between 

recent languages in each of the fields is not great. For example, a comparison between 

ll askeU and Goede) reveals that, while there are many small differences, there are 

tliSO many similarities in philosophy and facilities. The more important differences 

u.re that the logic of Haskell is >.-calculus, while the logic of Godel is many-sorted 

polym orphic first order logic; Haskell handles higher o-rder functions, but Godel does 

uot; Godel provides considerable meta-programming facilities, but Haskell does not; 

and Godel provides (explicit) non-determinism, but Haskell does not. I think it 

is lime that the attempt to produce languages which are elegant combinations of 

functional and logic programming ideas is revived (and, in fact, there is evidence 

that this is happening at the moment [4]) . The higher-order logic language .>.-Prolog 

[7] is sure to provide a number of important ideas for this synthesis. An elegant 

functional/logic programming language looks to me to be entirely feasible and, when 

achieved, would provide us with a language which embodied the best ideas of both 

fields , including types, modules, higher order facilities, meta-programming facilities, 

nnd non-determinism. Ten years ago, David Turner wrote [9}: 

It would be very desirable if we could find some more general system of 

assertional programming, of which both fu nctional and logic programming 

in their present forms could be exhibit~d as special cases. 

Over the last decade, there have been several important attempts carry out {at least 

part of) this programme, but, whatever the reasons, today there is still no widely-
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~sed language which could be regarded as an elegant synthesis of the best ideas of 
:unctional and logic programming. It's time we remedied this deficiency. 

Perhaps, amidst all the euphoria of the advantages of declarative programming, 
t would be wise to conclude with some remarks on the limitatioDB of this approach. 
l'he forms of declarative programming based on standard logics, such as first order 
ogic or higher order logic, do not cope at all well with the temporal aspects of many 
:;.pplications. The reason is that the model theory of such logics is essentially "static". 
for applications in which there is much interaction with users or processes of various 
cinds (for example, industrial processes), such declarative languages do not cope so 
well and often programmers have to resort to rather 4d hoc techniques to achieve 
.he desired result . For example, in Prolog, a programmer can take advantage of the 
·act that subgoals are solved in a left to right order. (Actually, most imperative ap
:>roaches have exactly the same kinds of difficult ies, but I don 't think this absolves 
. he declarative programming community from finding good solut ions.) We need new 
~declarati ve" formalisms which can cope better with the temporal aspects of appli
~a.Lions . Obviously, the currently existing temporal logics are a good starting point, 
:>ut it seems we are still far from having a formalism which generalizes currently ex
sting declarative ones by including temporal facilities in an elegant way. Much more 
al.l.ention needs to be paid to this important aspect of the applications of declarative 
n ogramming. 

Conclusions 

3y way of conclusion, I summarize now the main points made in this paper. 

• The key idea of declarative programming is that a program is a theory (in some 
suitable logic) and that computation is deduction from the theory. 

• Declarative programming includes logic programming and functional program
ming, and intersects significantly with other research areas. 

• The primary task of all programming is the statement of the logic of the task: 
to be solved by the computer. 

• Ultimately, programmers are interested in computing truth in the intended in
terpretation. 

• Declarative debugging is a key technique needed for declarative programming. 

• Having a simple semantics is the key to the application of many techniques, such 
as program analysis, program optimization, program synthesis, verification, and 
systematic construction. 

• Declarative programming has a big contribution to make in improving program
mer productivity and making programming available to a wider range of people. 

• The declarat ive approach to meta--programming makes possible advanced soft
ware engineering tools such as compiler-generators. 
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• The more declarative we can make a programming language, the greater will be 
the amount of implicit parallelism that can be exploited. 

• The more declarative we can make a programming language, the easier will be 
its parallel implementation. 

• The fields of functional and logic programming should be combined. 

• We need new "declarative" formalisms which can cope better with the temporal 
aspects of applications. 

I 
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A bstract 

The background of this paper .is an a.lgorithm to solve the can-build prob

lem - & subta.sk of Materials Requirements Plurung - based on Constraint 

Logic Programming. The most general solution returned by the algorithm .is 

expressed in terms of constraints and cannot directly be used in ~planning tool. 

This paper inveslig~tes how the user can be supported to understand, ua.lyse 

and refine a constra.J.nt answer set maintaining his domain and technical terms. 

An interactive decision support mechanism has been provided that a.llows to 

add management information and intuitive knowledge by specifying constraints 

implicitly via a command interpreter. 

Int roduction 

~rodu_ct ion planning strategies are extremely difficult and complex, since at any one 

~1me , 1t cannot be told exactly how the demands of the market are going to develop 

m the futur~. Materials Requirements Planning (MRP) is the process by which a 

company decides how ~o organise its purchases from other firms and the manufacturing 

of final products, then components and subcomponents in order to meet a given 

production plan. 

T~e ~an-build problem is a subtask of MRP. Solving the can-build problem means 

establishing an executable production plan when restrictions on the availability of 

resourc~ occu:. The reas?ns for such restrictions may be quite varied - parts are 

not delivered JD the required time or quality, production capacity is limited, the 

manufacture of subcomponents cannot be completed on schedule for various reasons 

etc. 
Owing to the large amount of data that has to be considered in successfully 

scheduling any kind of production and in view of the dynamic nature of the planning 

process, powerful tool support is needed. During the development of a commercial 

MRP sy_st.em, ':e have inves:igated the feasibility of solving can-build problems using 

Constramt Log1c Programmmg [5] . This means applying an advanced logic program

rning technique to a real-world problem and - to our knowledge - bas not been 

done . before. Using CLP('R) [1] as implementation language, we have designed an 

~lgor1thm that presents the solution to the particular can-build problem con11idered 

111 most general terms. 
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MRP systems are used by managers and planners, who cannot be expected to 

have detailed knowledge of CLP. This paper sets out to investigate how the user can 

be supported to analyse and refine a solution that was returned by the algorithm, 

i.e. how his requirements can be expressed in terms he is familiar with and still be 

translated into constraints understandable by the system. 

We have provided an interactive decision support mechanism, whose higher-level 

character is maintained by a command interpreter. I t allows the user to view ttle 

constraint answer set under a certain projection. By adding additional constraints 

(specified by parameterised commands) according to his preferences, he is able to 

refine the most general solution by further instantiation . In this way, management 

information and intuitive knowledge can be added after the system has determined 

what is basically feasible. 
.In our paper, we assume familiarity with Constraint Logic Programming. No 

previous knowledge of MRP and other engineering details is required, since all the 

background needed is covered in the next section, which also explains the basic idea 

behind the can-build algorithm. In Section 3, we explain bow the user is supported 

in analysing and refining the constraint set returned by the algorithm. The com

mand language is illustrated at some examples. Section 4 contains a summary. In 

Appendix A we give a detailed outline of the can-build algorithm, in Appendix B we 

t~how two example products. 

2 Technical Background 

Various MRP systems are used in different branches of industry. There are hardly any 

publications available about particular MRP strategies, which are normally adapted 

to the type of products and the technology used by a company. We have therefore 

confined our investigations to one particular system - Hewlett-Packard 's 1-MRP tool 

{for Interactive Materials Requirements Planning), which was developed at Hewlett

Packard Laboratories, Bristol, as a decision support system for use in the planning 

process [3, 4] . All technical details explained in Section 2.1 are defined by this tool. 

2.1 P lanning Data 

In order to be able to supply the user with the information needed, the 1-MRP system 

bas access to various basic data, which is stored in external databases. Basically, there 

are two types of dati!-- product--related data and planning-related data. 

Product-related data is the data providing information on bow products are com

posed of their subcomponents. This database is called bill of materials (BOM). The 

BOM for each product can be represented as a directed, acyclic graph, with the nodes 

representing subcomponents and parts contained in the product, and the arcs repre

senting the parent-child relat ion between a part and its subparts. The arcs are labeled 

with the number of parts contained in the parent; this figure is called quantity-per. 

Nodes that have no arcs originating from them represent purchased parts , which are 

t ile smallest units of a product. All other parts in the BOM are called fabricated 

paris. 
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If the construction of some part (i.e., the BOM) is modified for technological 
reasons, the parent-child relation changes over time. Such updates of the BOM are 

called engineering changes. Engineering changes are important if we are to represent 

the manufacturing process properly. The smallest planning unit of the 1-MRP system 

is the working day. Hence, all time-varying quantities (such as quantity-pers) are 

represented as intervals, which is the basic data structure used by the can-build 

:Ugorithm. An interv,al is a list of pairs d{ <day>,<number>) where <day> is an 

mte~er and <n~mber> a. real number. Day numbers are always instantiated , being 
cons1dered relat1ve to the current working day, which is day 1 of the planning period. 

For the manipulation of intervals we have implemented a small interval algebra. The 

particular meaning of an interval depends on the context in which it is used. 

Other information stored in the BOM is for each fabricated part a cycle time {the 

number of days needed to manufacture the part from its children), yield and shrinkage 

~ the latte~ numb~rs represent percentages of parts that can actually be used (in 

v1ew of quality requuements etc.) or that is expected to get lost after manufacturing 
~~~ , 

While product-related data is merely engineering inform~ion and not dependent 

on what is actually produced, planning-related data basically represents production 

an? demand figures . This data comprises the build plan, which defines bow many 

uruts of each product have to be manufactured at what time, the purchased part 

su~ply plan specifying when and how many units of those parts have to be purchased 

wh1ch the company does not produce itself, and on-hand balance and intermediate 

stock, which are the numbers of purchased and fabricated parts respectively that are 
curren~ly kept in stock. Again, it is essential for the model that the demand figures in 

the bmld plan and the purchased part supply plan are not just numbers but functions 
0 

, 

over t1me represented as intervals. 

From the basic data explicitly stored in the various databases, the system is able 
to derive other data which might be of interest to the user. Our algorithm uses 
an ~vailability profile for each part to indicate how many items of the part become 

available each day. For purchased parts, this is the sum of the on-hand balance 

(available on day I) and the purchased part supply plan; for fabricated parts, it is 
merely the intermediate stock (again, available on day I). 

2.2 The Can-Build Problem and Algorithm 

Can-build questions are not normally asked in the regular plannjng cycle. However, 
they become very important as soon as we encounter restrictions on the availability 

of resources (e.g. materials, subcomponents, capacity) making it impossible for us to 

entirely fulfil all our manufacturing plans. In some sense, this means reversing the 

usual MRP process and asking: "What can be built with the things we have got?" 
instead of "What things are needed to build what we want?" 

The can-build problem is nontrivial for various reasons. Many parts and sub
components can be used in several products (and in more than one place in a single 
product). They are called multiple-usage parts. This introduces nondeterminism and 

prevents the use of a. "pure" bottom-up strategy. Engineering changes introduce a 
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L11ne-depeodent dimension, since the output from the same amount of resources varies 

ln such cases from day to day. With intermediate stock, the demand for a part is not 
11ropa.gated proportionally to its children. 

ln order to handle the complications mentioned above, the can-build problem 

wt\8 broken down into smaller subproblems. Taking the working day as the smallest 

pl anning unit, we have designed an incremental algorithm which consecutively takes 
anlo account aU constraints that are valid on a single day. 

For each day, we run a modified bottom-up algorithm. The number of items that 

t•nn be built on that day is calculated in a bottom-up manner as the sum of the 

1111 mber of i terns in stock and the number of items that can be manufactured from the 
r ltilclren of the part under consideration . Obviously, this requires solving the can-build 

problem for all the children first. Whenever nondeterminism occurs, because there 

urc several uses for the same part, constrained variables are introduced describing 

l1ow many items are used immediately, and how many are left for later use. Thus, 

l.hc decision on bow to split the availability of a part is deferred until the end of the 

11 lsorithm. An informal outline of our can-build algorithm is given in Appendix A. 
The solu tion for the current can-build problem is represented by a can-build profile. 

' l'hc number of parts that can be built on a particular day is ca1Jed the can-build 

uumber. For each product or part considered, the user is given a usually non-ground 

auterval with constraints imposed on the variables to indicate bow many items of this 

product can be built at what ·time. The can-build profile is always the most general 

Holution to the particular can-build problem, i.e. every ground instance of the can
l111ild profile is a solution to the current can-build problem, and vice versa. Obviously, 

t.llis has to include the possibility that nothing is built at all. It also includes that 

f•ve rylbing that can be built on a certain day may be left for later use, i.e. the output 

Clf the production can be accumulated.1 

A typical can-build profile for some product generated by the algorithm presented 

i 11 Appendix A might look like 

[d(l,Nl) ,d(2,N2),d(3,N3),d(4,N4)} with the constraints 

0 ~ Nl , 0 ~ N2, 0 ~ N3, 0 ~ N4, 
Nl ~ 5, Nl + N2 ~ 15, 
2•Nl + 2•N2 + N3 < 40, 2•Nl + 2•N2 + N3 + N4 ~ 60 

Each of the following intervals is an instance of this can-build profile 

(d(l,O),d{2,0),d(3,0),d( 4,0)] 

[d(1,5),d(2, 10),d(3,10),d( 4,20)] 

[d{l ,O) ,d(2,0) ,d{3,0),d( 4,60)] 

[d{1,5) ,d{2 ,5),d{3,5),d(4,N4)] with 0 ~ N4, N4 ~ 35 

I The conditions that a particular demand has to be satisfied o.r that a · certain mirumwn of a 

product bas to be manufactured, are additjonal constraints imposed by the user. They are not 

represented in the BOM or the availability profiles ADd thus not considered at this stage. 
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3 Constraint Analysis 

3.1 General Aspects 

As one can see from the example in the previous section, the most general solution 
produced by our can-build algorithm is normally not of much interest to the user 
since it does not tell much about what is really possible. The user needs a ground 
can-build profile for each part which can actually be executed as a production plan 
and which meets all his additional requirements. 

We therefore have to find a way to assign a value to each solution instance in 
order to be able to compare their feasibility. For most practical cases, it is not 
possible to provide in advance all the information that the algorithm might need to 
uniquely identify one ground answer as the best one. This is because we cannot 
tell in advance, from the restrictions on the availability of purchased parts, what 
kind of constraints will be imposed on the top-level products. Another reason is that 
decisions on 'compromises' between several products sharing common subcomponents 
are taken by human beings (the manufacturing managers apd planners) and cannot 
easily be expressed in clear figures . However, the most general solution provides the 
starting-point for a further analysis of the constraints imposed on it. 

ln our implementation of the can-build problem, analysis and refinement of con
straints are realised by an interactive command interpreter (written in CLP('R), as 
well) . This allows the user to extract whatever information he needs from the general 
solution and introduce new constraints to specify the particular solution he is aiming 
for . But first we want to go into some detail about redundancies contained in the 
original solution and how they can be removed . 

3.2 Removing Redundant Constraints 

Normally thousands o( constraints are accumulated by the CLP('R.) system when 
executing the can-build algorithm. These constraints involve variables representing 
the can-build numbers for certain products on certain days, but they also contain 
temporary variables which are introduced by the simplex algorithm during program 
execution. Such temporary variables cannot be related explicitly to any variable used 
in the program; they are of no meaning to the user. 

The task of eliminating temporary variables and redundant constraints is left to 
the output module of CLP('R.). Ideally, the output constraints will only involve target 
variables (i.e. those variables contained in the query) and be free of redundancy, but 
this is not always possible. ln general , eliminating redundancies from a set of linear 
arithmetic constraints is a nontrivial problem (6). 

Since certain properties bold for the constraint set returned by the can-build algo
rithm, we can remove most redundancies using a quite simple algorithm. All can-build 
numbers for each product must have values greater than or equal to 0; all other con
straints are of the format I: a;N; ~ 0 or I: aiNi S c with N; and Nj being can-build 
numbers and a;, ai and c being numeric constants greater than 0. Thus, two types 
of redundant constraints can easily be removed. 
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• Constraints of the format I: a;N; ~ 0 can be removed directly because they are 
implied by the ~0 constraints. 

• A constraint I: a;N; S c is implied by a similar one I: b;N; S d if both sums 
involve the same can-build numbers N; and da; S cb; for all i. 
In other words, I: cb;N; S cd implies I: da;N; S cd if da;N; S cb;Ni for all i .2 

The algorithm cheds all constraints (except the ~0 constrain~) pairwi_se if one 
or them implies the other and removes the latter one where appropnate. Thts results 
in n significantly smaller constraint set. The ~0 constraints need not be displayed at 
nil . But even a constraint set of this sort is of little meaning to the user. We therefore 
hnve to find a way of comparing different ground can-build profiles that are contained 
lu the most general solution. 

3 .3 Comparing G round Solutions 

The most general solution produced by our can-build algorithm ~oes in ~act describe 
11 set of ground can-build profiles. Each of these ground solut10~s sattsfies all the 
restrictions imposed on the availability of parts and the dependenctes between them. 
The user of the program now wants to find the ground instance that best meets his 
rc•quirement.s. His decision might be based on additional constraints that be wants to 
be satisfied, e.g. one or more of the following 

• On a particular day (or for a time period) the manufactured number of iterDB 
of a product shall be fixed. 

• A minimum production is to be set for some parts or products. 

• All products are to be built according to their demand. II this is not possible, 
a priority is given to each product indicating its importance. 

• All available resources shall go into the production of one particular product, 
i.e. this product is to be maximised first . 

• Each product has a certain value (or yields a certain profit), and the total 
manufactured value shall be maximised. 

• Of a certain product, as many as possible are needed as early as possible (even 
if a later output would be higher because of engineering changes). 

The main reason for implementing the command interpreter was to maintain a 
higher-level character of the constraint analysis. !he. user cannot be bothered to 
express his requirements in te.rms of CLP('R.). Cons1denng the.examples above~ ~here 
are certain types of constraints the user might want to be sattsfied. Such additiOnal 
constraints can be classified in two categories. 

2To enable us to check two constraints of this type for redundancy, we mishL allow aome of the 
(II orb; to be 0 . 
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Demand constraints are constraints that can be written explicitly in terms of 
one or several can-build numbers (for one or several products). Like the first three 
examples above, they normally specify that a certain demand is to be satisfied , either 
exactly or as a lower bound . Demand constraints might be inconsistent with the 
·constraints that are already imposed on the current can-build profiles for some or all 
of the products under consideration. 

Optimisation constraints allow the user to specify an optimisation criterion that is 
to be s~tisfied. Like the last three above, they cannot be written explicitly in terms of 
can-build numbers, but rather define an implicit target function in terms of can-build 
numbers whose value is to be maximised. Introducing an optimisation constraint 
means defining an additional constraint that forces the value of the target function 
to be equal to its maximum. 

In order to motivate the commands for specifying optimisation criteria we define 
a partial ord~ring on the ~et.of all ground can-build solutions to a particul~ problem 
by the followmg two beunst1c constraints: 

• Consider two ground can-build profiles Pl and P2 for the same product. Let 
the can-build number of Pl always be greater than or equal to the can-build 
number. of P2 for the same day. Then Pl is at least as good as P2.s 

• Consider two other ground can-build profiles P3 and P4 for the same product. 
Le~ the accumulated can-build total of P3 for each day (i.e. the sum of all can
buJ)d numbers from the beginning of the interval to that day) be greater than 
or equal to the accumulated total of P4 for the same day. Then P3 is at least 
as good as P4.4 

Tw~ ground ca.n_-build profiles are not comparable and have no common upper 
bound 10 the orderang defined above if (and only if) engineering changes allow a 
better o~~put of the ~nal product from the same resources later in the planning cycle. 
The dec1s1on as to whether 500 items of a product today are of greater value to the 
~ompan~ .than 1200 items of the same product next week (using the same resources) 
IS nontnv1al and has to be taken by the user of the program. What we have done is to 
provide commands for introducing either type of optimisation constraint- maximise 
the tot~l number of products buil~ , or build as many products as possible as early 
as poss1ble - on the current solution. The user might then try them in a "what if" 
manner to decide what best satisfies his preferences. 

Unlike demand constraints, optimisation constraints are always consistent with the 
current constraint set. If the can-build profiles under consideration are "sufficiently 
ground", the range of the target function might be one single value only. No further 
constraints have to be introduced in this case. 

3 Th.is statem ent is not valid if we wish to avoid overproduction. 
• 

4
Th}s does not take ~to acco.~t ~he possibility that we might not be able to aell the product 

rmmediately and would like to IIlliWlUse the cost of storing lllAilufactured products. 
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3.4 The Command Interpreter 

We explain now the command interpreter prototype that allows a constraint analysis 
nnd refinement expressed in technical terms. In an application program, this bas to 
be realised by a system-dependent interface. For this reason, no particular efforts 
have been made yet to design a very user-friendly syntax. However, the commands 
nre in terms of production planning rather than Const raint Logic Programming. 

The command interpreter is entered once the most general solution to the current 
ran-build problem has been returned by the system, allowing the user to implicitly 
Hpccify any of the additional constraints mentioned in the previous section. After 
cl\cb command, the specified constraints (if any) are added to the constraint set. The 
modified constraint set is displayed after removal of redundancies, and the user is 
prompted to give the next command. 

There is one multipurpose command for introducing new constraints and for view
lu g existing ones under a certain projection.5 The general format of this command 
iA 

<part specification>:<day specification>:<command>. 

The first part <part specification> of the command defines the subset of parts 
t.o wh.ich the command is applied. This may be the keyword all, the name of a part, 
or a list of part names. The order of the parts defines their decreasing priority, which 
is important if demand constraints cannot be satisfied for all the parts at the same 
Li me. 

The second part <day specification> specifies the time period for which the 
command is to be executed . It may be a number for a single day, a time period 
(two numbers separated by a colon), or the whole planning interval (specified by the 
keyword total. 

The third part <command> describes the command itself. Each command is always 
npplied to the products specified previously for the defined time period . Demand 
constraints are specified by equal (<number>) , min( <number>) and demand, which 
fixes the number of items produced , sets a minimum number of items to be pro
duced, or const rains production to satisfy the demand, i.e. build plan (as stored in 
the database) . 

Optimisation constraints are specified by max and early, which maximise the 
total manufactured number of items, or incrementally maximise the number of items 
produced on each day ("as many as possible as early as possible"), respectively. A 
<list of values> c:an be passed as an argument to both conunands, in which case 
each part is assigned a value according to the list, this value being maximised rather 
than just the number of items. 

)f shov is given as a command, no new constraints are introduced, but a projection 
of the constraints on the parts and the time period specified is produced and displayed. 

Other commands allow the user to store the current constraint set under a name, 
restore a previously stored or the original constraint set, undo an arbitrary number 
of commands, or call any CLP(n) goal. These facilities enable the user to analyse 

11See the ne:d section for examples. 
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the most general solution returned by the can-build algorithm in a "what if" manner, 
until a ground solution is found that best satisfies his requirements. 

Be might first introduce some constraints that are to be satisfied (such as min
imum production figures). This modified constraint set - representing the 'basic' 
requirements -can be stored and retrieved at any time. Afterwards the user may 
"play around" specifying further constraints, removing them or returning to his basic 
constraint set. ' . 

3.5 Examples 

In this section we illustrate the use of the command interpreter at a few examples. We 
also give the additional constraints introduced by the system, which are not visible 
explicitly for the user. If the can-build algorithm is called for the products P1 and 
P 2 shown in Appendix B, the following most general solution is returned: 

P1: [d(l,Nl),d(2,N2),d(3,N3)) 
P2: [d(l,N4),d(2,N5)] with the constraints6 

0 ~ Nl , 0 ~ N2, 0 5 N3, 0 ~ N4, 0 $ N5,7 

N1 + N2 + N3 5 20, N4 + N5 $ 15, 
2•N1 + N4 $ 10, 
2•Nl + 2•N2 + N3 + N4 + N5 < 25 

The whole output of PI and P2 is maximised using the command 
all : t otal:max . 

which introduces the constraint 

Nl + N2 + N3 + N4 + N5 = max(Nl + N2 + N3 + N4 + NS). 

The result is 

Pl: (d(1,0),d(2,0),d(3,N3)) 
P2: [d(l ,N4) ,d(2,25-N3- N4)] with the constraints 

10 5 N3 5 20 , N4 ~ 10, N3 + N4 5 25 

Any ground intervals for Pl and P2 satisfying these constraints yield a maximum 
total number of items produced. To find out how much of P2 can be produced, the 
following command is used 

p2 :total:shov: 

This produces a projection of the constraints on the can-build profile for P2: 

P2: (d(l,N4),d(2,N5)] with 

5 < N4 + N5 $ 15, N4 $ 10 

6 The algorithm generates 12 constraints (not considering the ~0 constraints) , four of which are 
n on-redundant. 

7The ~0 constraints for all non-ground CAD-build numbers are par~ of any solution. We do not 
ment.ion them explicitly in the following example:£. 
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' l' lw user might now want to define a total production for P1 first using 
pl : tota1 : equal(12) . 

which introduces N3 = 12 and gives 

l'l : [d(l ,O),d(2,0),d(3,12)) 
l'2: [d(l,N4),d(2,13-N4)] with the constraint 

N4 < 10 

Producing everything of P2 as early as possible is specified by 

p2 : total: early . 

This introduces N4 = max(N4) and results in the ground can-build profiles 

[ 
Pl : (d{1,0),d{2,0),d{3,12}) 
P2: [d(l ,10),d(2,3)] 

If instead of pl :total : equal(12) above we had written p1 :total :max and then 
p:.l : t otal: early, the result would have been 

[ 
J) l : [d(1,0),d(2,0),d(3,20)) 
P2: (d(1,5),d(2,0)] 

If ihe command 

all: total : early . 
is given at the top level, the following constraints are introduced subsequentially 

1111 the most general solutio!! 

Nl + N4 = max(N1 + N4) 
N2 + N5 = max(N2 + N5) 
N3 = max(N3) 

This gives immediately the ground solution 

P1: [d(l,O) ,d(2,5),d(3,0)] 
P2: (d(l,lO),d(2,5)] 

Note that in the latter case we get only a total output of 20 items instead of 25 
11hove. 

4 Summary 
We have presented a tool that enables users of a planning system to analyse and refine 
coustraint answer sets (generated by a CLP language) maintaining their own Lecbni
cl\1 terms. An interactive decision support mechanism has been provided that allows 
to add management information and intuitive knowledge. The necessary constraints 
nrc specified implicitly via a command interpreter. The analysis is based on an algo
rithm to solve the can-build problem using CLP('R). It is capable of handling some 
tldvanced features of Materials Requirements Planning, such as multiple products and 
cugineering changes. 
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Appendix 

A Can-Build Algorithm 

Here we present an outline of our can-build algorithm that considers a list of products 
to be ~anufactured . ,~he recursive step that finds what is possible according to 
~he chtldren of a part ts step (3b). The merge procedure mentioned there "works 
mcrementally over the working days of the planning period in order to represent 
engineering changes (i.e. different quantity-pers for the same child on different days) 
properly. The nondeterministic splitting of resources is done in (4b). More details 
about the algorithm are given in [7] , some of the difficulties inherent in several of the 
steps are explained in (8) . 

Algorithm 1: Can-Build Algorithm for a List of Top-Level Products 

(1) G:n.er~te the ~ist of multiple-usage parts and use it throughout the algorithm. 
Imt1ahse the list of current availability profiles with the empty list. 

(2) Take now subsequently every product in the list of top~level products as the 
current. part C and continue with {3) passing the same list of current availability 
profil es around (modifying it according to the algorithm). 

(3) If C is not a multiple-usage part, do 

(a) Get the availability profile for C from the database and generate a can-build 
profile from it. 

(b) Solve the can-build problem for all the direct children of C and merge 
the can-build profiles obtained into a single one for C. Adjust the result 
according to cycle time, yield and shrinkage for C. 

(c) Add the results of (3a) and (3b) to give the total can-build profile for C. 

( 4) U C is a multiple-usage part, do 

(a) If C h~ not been considered before, calculate its total can-build profile 
accordmg to (3a)- (3c) above and take this as its current availability profile. 

{b) Split the cu.rrent availabmty profile for C into a can-build profile (indicating 
how many ttems of the part are used at this point) and a new availability 
profile (indicating what is left for later use). 

B Example Products 

In this section, we present two simple products Pl and P2 sharing a common subcom
ponent P3. The parent-child relation together with the quantity-pets are shown in 
Figure 1. Note that there is an engineering change on day 3. All other quantity-pers 
remain unchanged throughout the planning period. For reasons of simplicity, we have 
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Figure 1: BOM for products Pl and P2 

just given the respective numbers instead of writing [d(l,<number> )] . Complicating 
fnclors, such as cycle time, yield and shrinkage, are not involved. 

The following table shows the availability profiles for all fabricated parts. 

Part Availability profile 

P3 (d(1,10),d(2,15)} 
P4 (d(1,20)) 
P5 (d(1 ,30)) 

The most general solution returned by the can-build algorithm for these products 
is shown in Section 3.5. 
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Abstract 
A concept of types and type sorts for logic programming is introduced. In

stead of defining "well-sorted" terms and substitutions, type constraints and 
type sort constraints a.re defined, where the approach is based on term models. 
A type is interpreted as a. set of object terms (data terms) and a. type sort is 
interpreted as a set of types . .Parameters of types can be object terms and type 
variables. Types are defined by means of type rules, where type rules can be r~ 
garded as rules for the generation of t.he elements belonging to the corresponding 
type. The definitions of types and type sorts can be transformed into definite 
clauses and the least Herbrand model of these definite clauses can be used for 
the semantics. Computing with type constraints and type sort constraints is 
discussed and a strategy for type constraint processing is proposed. Type con
straint processing is based on SLD-resolution with a specific computation rnle. 

l Introduction 
1l'he paradigm of constraint solving plays a more and more important role in knowl
lldge based systems and problem solving since it combines great expressive power 
wlt.l1 declarative programming. Constraint logic programming (CLP) is an elegant 
jl,(·neralization of logic programming where the basic operation of logic programming, 
the unification, is replaced by the more general concept of constraint solving over a 
r.mnputation domain. 

Structuring the universe of discourse is a successful method in the field of knowl
edge representation and automated reasoning. The introduction of types and sorts 
provides an appropiate means for such a structuring of the universe. Much research 
hn.s been devoted to this task, and several proposals for various type systems have 
been made. 


